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The string effective action 
in the dual formulation of D = 10 supergravity 
E.A. Bergshoef f  t
Theory Division. tERN. CII-1211 Geneva 23. Switzerland 
and 
M. de Roo 2 
lnstitute fi~r Theoretwal Physics, PO Box 800, NL-9 700 A 1 Groningen, The :Vetherland~ 
Received 25 June 1990 
We construct the quartic effective action for the heterotic string using the dual tormulation of d= 10, N= 1 supergravity. We 
find that the symmetry between the Yang-Mills and gravity sectors which was present in the two-torm formulation, also occurs 
when the six-index gauge field is used. 
The low-energy effective action of the heterotic string is a useful link between the world of elementary particle 
physics and strings. This effective action describes a standard supergravity theory, modif ied by highcr-dcriva- 
tive terms. 
Recently we constructed [ 1 ] all terms in the effective action up to and including quartic terms in the Riemann 
tensor, using the component formulation of d= 10, N= 1 supergravity coupled to Yang-Mil ls theory [2 ]. In this 
construction, we employed a useful analogy between the d= 10, N= 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mil ls multiplet, 
and a multiplct of  fields consisting of the gauge fields of supergravity itself, including in particular the SO (9, 1 ) 
spin-connection. In this Letter we extend this method to the dual formulation of d= 10, N= 1 supergravity [3 ], 
and construct he supersymmetric quartic effective action and the corresponding supersymmetry transforma- 
tion rules for this dual version ~t. For conveniencc, we summarize the formulae that are needed for an analysis 
of compactif ication to four dimensions at the cnd of the paper (eqs. (21), (22)) .  
There are several reasons to be interested in such an extension. In the first place, the dual formulation is an 
equivalent formulation of the supergravity theory, which, when suitable modifications are included, is equally 
capable of achieving the anomaly cancellations [ 5 ]. Secondly, it was shown recently that the effective action of 
the hcterotic string admits five-branes as classical solutions [6 ]. The natural background to which these fivc- 
brancs couple is the dual formulation of ten-dimensional supcrgravity. Thirdly, the dual formulation is much 
closer to D= 10 conformal supergravity [ 7 ], and therefore to possible off-shell formulations. 
Our aim, then, is to generalize the results of ref. [ 1 ] to the dual formulation of d= 10, N= I supergravity. We 
start therefore by presenting the action and supersymmetry transformation rules in this formulation. These can 
be derived from the two-form formulation by a standard uality transformation. The result is ~2 
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~-9..o ( R ) =cO -3[ _ ½R (o)(e)) + IH~bcH~bC+ 9 (0- 'Ou0) z -  ~)uFu~PC-i~(w(e) )~Up + 2,v/2 7..Fu~u(w(e))~,~ 
+42~ (o)(e))2+ 3x/2 q)~F~FU2(¢ -I 0~)-3q)uFU~,~(¢-10~0) 
+ ~ ~/-2 H"~"( /,, F tu F,~.F" 1 ~ + 4x/2 q)u FU,,b, "2- 8)SFabc2 ) ] , ( 1 ) 
.~a(F z) =eO-3fl t r [ -  ~FU~Fu~ - ~;~ (o)(e, ~u), A )Z -  x4eFuF~bl"~t,(~uu+ ~x/~ F, ,2) -  ~x/2gro~CzlG~l 
- ~ i f l~2  ~" '~ ....... Au,...u. tr F . ,v . /%. .  • (2 )  
The action ( I ) + (2) is invarianl under the following supersymmetry t ansformations: 
(~oe.ua = ½ ~ ra~l/,u , (~o ~ll "iz = ( O,u _1  ab 3 N/c~ ~ _ , ( r  l /.q ...ij, ( ~./ ij6 ] .jf_ ~4  2 rg6]a)  4"Q'u+eab){ ' ~°Au' -u6-  4X6! 
6o) .=-~x/~ O- ' I~O~+ ~F'a",H,,~, ~- '6o~=-~V/20 ,  6oAu=½gF~, x 6oX=--~F'a' ,b~b. (3) 
In these actions we have not written the four-fermion interactions, nor do we discuss contributions to the fer- 
mion transformation rules which are bilinear in fermions. In an accompanying paper [8 ], in which we discuss 
the duality transformations between effective string actions, these terms are shown explicitly. Here we keep only 
those contributions which are relevant for compactification to four dimensions. 
In this paper we use subscripts a"(,8 ~) to indicate the order in a (the inverse string tension) and fl (the 
inverse Yang-Mills coupling squared) of actions and transformation rules (~o is o fO(a  °,/t °) ). 
In ( 1 ) - (3)  we use the symbol H~ for the dual of the field strength of the six-index gauge field, and/4~b< for 
a supcrcovariant combination which includes bilinear fermions: 
H,,b,. = ~ie- ' 03~ ; '~  ,a,,R(A )~,..;.,, /~,t,,. = l ie - '0  3C a'~'~ ,a,,.l~( A )a, .~., - ~x/~ )~F,a,,.2 . (4) 
Furthermore, the torsionful spin-connection £2~,~ is given by 
(2 ~t' =o)u"h(e, ~) +3x/~/~b~ (5) ,u4_ -- . 
With the use of the expressions (4), the action is quite similar to the formulation with a two-index gauge field. 
In that case l I  is the field strength of this gauge field. The difference between the two actions lies in the fact that 
in the dual formulation there are no Chern-Simons terms in H. Their role is taken over by the last term in (2), 
which is absent in the two-index version. Also note that there are no O(/~) modifications to the supersymmetry 
transformation rules (except of higher order in fermions, which we do not discuss here). 
We now proceed with the construction of a supersymmetric a tion quadratic in the Riemann tensor. We first 
obtain a combination of the supergravity fields which transforms under supersymmetry as an SO (9, I ) Yang- 
Mills gauge field. With the corresponding spinor field, it forms an SO(9, i ) Yang-Mills multiplet, so that in 
constructing an invariant action (2) may be used. 
We find again that the appropriate SO(9, 1 ) gauge field is the combination s'~f_, and the corresponding 
fermion the gravitino field strength ~,~b. The transformation rules of.C~f_ and ~u #t', which follow from (3), are 
a t2 a' ' -  a~ 3 - +~x/~e- t¢3gFf ,  A (6) o u- = ~Fuq/ +~e ~e~,,.03~Ft'a'  'q 
(~ ~ FCdcR at;t. ff2 1 . . o~U~t'=--Z ,.d ~ _ ) - -  8×6---~x/~F~t' ........ 6¢~/a,...x~. (7) 
In these transformation rules the equations of motion of the supergravity fields occur. The complete set of 
equations of motion (q), 8Ua, A, ~, ,  .~¢~,,...u6, .~lu and Y" denote the equations of motion ofO, eu ~, 2, ~'u, Au,...u~, 
A u and Z, respectively) isgiven by 
• =eO-3 I~R(w) - -9~(o) ) (O- tO~O)+~(O-~OuO)2+91tU~aHu~a] ,  (8) 
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~%=e¢) -3e%e'[R~t ' (o2)  - 3 ;~. (o2) (0 - ~ 0t'0) + 9H.~Hb:V'] - ~e%fp, 
A = e0-  3 [ 8~ (o)),,;.+ d2  FU"u//,., - 12(0- '  ~0)2 -  w/2 Y",~H~,,,.], 
T~ = e0-  3 [F~,~,~ +2~f2 D~($2+ )2] -  ' , , /2 F~,A, 
,c~.,...~=4× 7!~u[e(b3R(A)%.....~.~] , 
.,¢"= e%£/,( E2 + , A ) ( eO- 3 F"a) , 
.'/'= -e¢~-3[ I~((o, A )%+ ~V/2 FU"Fu, ) . -~(O- '~O)X+ ~d2 F'I Ix] • (8 cont'd) 
Note that the transformation rules (6) and (7) are analogous to thosc of the Yang-Mills multiplet up to 
equation of motion terms. Such terms do not obstruct he construction of an invariant action, since their con- 
tribution to the variation of the total action can always be cancelled by a modification of the supersymmetry 
transformation rules of the supergravily fields. This feature also occurs in a similar construction of the R :-action 
in d=4 on-shell PoincarE supergravity [9]. 
From the above, it is clear that thc quadratic effective action is given by 
.%,(R2) =eO-  3at - ] RU'"h(.Q_ )R,,y"(£2_ ) - ½ @""~ (w(e, ~u), .(-2_ )~',h - lq)W'F" F"dR,.doh( $2- ) ( ~U,, + ~x/2 l'~,;t )
- i kx /2  (p"hF'"'qJ,,,l l,,,t,]- ~iax/~ e ' 'u  ....... "Au,..u~R.,.~ "+'(..Q_ )Ru,,,ab(.Q_ ) . (9) 
However. the combination ~)(R ) + ~g (R 2) is not invariant under the combined transformations (3), (6),  ( 7 ). 
The variation of the action takes the form 
8( .~(R)  + ~,(R2) )=a[  (6¢~t~ $2 'a' )j.:/u-t,+ (6c~t~a~W,).y,a,] (10) 
where .~,,,b and :t "~ are the Yang-Mills equations of motion in the last two lines of (8), but with the Yang- 
M ills fields replaced by the SO ( 9, 1 )-multiplet £27/'_, ~"~'. The variations 6~,,~ in ( 10 ) are the equation of motion 
terms in (6), (7). Therefore the variation (10) can be cancelled by additional O(a)  transformation rules of 
the supergravity fields: 
6.gtu ~ae-'O3e.i,.l',,~,le,~/'a' 6a; ' .=-~,v/2F 6.VG, 1 = , 6,,A,,,...,,~ = ~<-~ ax/-2 (I',#,u,.u, .Y'"" (11) 
However, there is another way to cancel (10). The reason is thai ,~¢u.~, and fat,, with the SO(9, 1 ) interpre- 
tation, can themselves be expressed in terms of the O(a  °) supergravity equations of motion. This was shown in 
detail in ref. [ 1 ], where the result was presented in the form ofa  Lemma. Ultimately this Lemma expresses the 
contents of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. We now present it in the dual formulation: 
ab ") • 
Lemma.  For arbitrary transformations 5.Q u_ and 8V/"~' the variation of.'.~. (R-) ,  gwen in eq. ( 9 ), is given by 
6E,=a6uy.O{2eO- 3~;(£2+ ) [e - ,O3(  ~vp + ~, x//~ FpA) I -F"v/;. ( d, pa + ~e,,.cl)) ] 
-2a(d ,a+~e, , "q) ) [e - '03~; . (£2+ )(e~ -3 e "" a'~2 ~'° _)] 
+ aeO-3T ;~"" [  -3  (/x (-Q_) 6.O~/'_ +~x/2 t1~w6£2~ "_ - ½6q~;.F~,,t,~ - ~6~)~.oF"F~,,(~j, + ~wF2 F,,2) ], (1 2) 
where 
1 ix/~ ~j,,, .~, Tu" I ' °=-2x /20D'Hupa l - -  12X6!  %"P ......... '
with .if"' '~ the equation of motion ofA. ,  . 6. 
(13) 
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Using the Lemma, we can therefore cancel the variation (10) in a different way. In that case the O (a)  trans- 
formation rules of the supergravity fields are 
6,~eS = 2ote-103gl~o~'?a( (2 + ) ( eO- 3e~Mcx,r.f2~_ ) + a (  6cx,raq~;.u)F~u  , 
6 .0= 3OeU"6.eu~, 6.~u =2ae-'O3g,aa#Y;.(ff2+ ) (eO-36~x,ra~ '~¢) , 6.),= -- ~X/'2 Fu6.~Uu, 
_ _  9 u ~ ab  1 ix/~ ae¢-3~)4'~h.,...,.. [ -  3 ~a(t2_ )6~,~t2~ b_ +~x/~ l l  ~oo.~,~t2~_ 
6 .A  ...... ~ - 12 X 6! 
- + l .  (14) 
This ends the construction of the quadratic effective action. The fact that different sets of transformation rules 
leave the same action invariant o this order, is due to the iterative invariance which we employ here. The two 
versions are related by a redefinition of the supergravity fields. 
We now proceed with the construction of the cubic effective action. Clearly (9), with the new transformation 
rules ( 11 ) or (14) at O(o~), is not invariant o O(a  2, aft). In the variation of the action of O(a  z, aft) we have 
contributions from 
(a) the O(~)  transformations of the supergravity fields, applied to the explicit dependence of (2) and (9) 
on the supergravity fields. 
(b) the O (a )  transformations o f.c~ub_ and ~,,t, induced by the O (a)-variations of the supergravity fields, and 
applied to the action (9). 
The two sources (a) and (b) are treated separately for the following reason. Those of type (b) are easy to 
deal with. They can be cancelled by using the Lemma. Furthermore, since the O (a)  variations of the supergrav- 
ity fields, ( 11 ) or (14), are proportional to O(a  °) equations of motion, these variations of (9) are still qua- 
dratic in equations of motion. They therefore give rise to additional transformation rules of the supergravity 
fields, now of O (off), which are again proportional to equations of motion. Type (a), however, gives rise to a 
variation of the action that is linear in equations of motion. Therefore this contribution can also be cancelled, 
but now the resulting transformations will no longer contain equations of motion. We conclude that no O(a  2, 
o~fl) action is required. When we proceed to the quartic action the O(a  2, aft) transformation rules proportional 
to equations of motion are harmless, since they again give variations that can be cancelled trivially. The O(a  2, 
aft) transformation rules which do not contain equations of motion determine the quartic action. 
Finally we discuss the form of the O(a  3, aEfl, af t )  quartic action. As explained above, this requires the 
variation of (2) and (9) due to the explicitly occurring supergravity fields, and the resulting O(ot 2, aft)  trans- 
formation rules of the supergravity fields required to cancel this variation. Under an arbitrary variation of the 
explicit supergravity fields in (2) and (9) we find 
(6.~ + 6,,~ )(~,~ + .~,) = 6. (eO -3 )e - ,  03( ~ + .Sea) -e0  -36aeuaT u~-  ~eo--'X~r.r~'( a.,~. + ~x/2 r,, a.~)  
- ¼ix/2 ~ ....... a'..a'6~A ....... ,ra,...a , . (15) 
In ( 15 ), and also in the subsequent results, wc use the following tensors and tcnsor-spinors: 
T.. ;  u, =aRtug(£2_  )R;4,j~b(£2_ ) + fl tr Ftu.b)¢l , Tu~ = aRuaa~'(g2_ )Rau~b(£2_ ) + fltr Fu;Fa.  , T= Tu u , 
Xu~=otRufb(g2_ )q/~b+ f l t r  Fu .z ,  Xu=F~Xu~,  X=F"X u . (16) 
To determine the O(a  2, o~fl) transformation rules of the supcrgravity ficlds (type (a) mentioned above) we 
have to make a choice between the two alternative O(a)  transformation rules ( 11 ) and (14). It turns out that 
thc two possibilities lead to the same result for the quartic action. Let us choose (14). 
So we substitute (14) in ( 15 ), while taking for 6¢xt,~ the equation of motion parts of thc -Q~f_ and q/.b trans- 
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formation rules (6), (7). The result is then cancelled by assigning thc following O (od, aft) transformation rulcs 
to the supergravity fields: 
( 6,2 + ~,~/~) 9,,,= ~o~v 29  ~Ht~.j,  ~ Tplu F~4, ~+~ae9 - l  03et~Fh, . j~(%(~2 )(ef~-~T~,~,))ep,.+~olx/-~e,l~Fh~l~T~.o~t, tt?4,, 
(6.~ + s,,p)~. = -~, /2  r,,(6.~ + 6.t,)~,~, 
... I ax /2eO_3£r#,"  ........ [F ,q/~.Tp~+2yja( .Q+)Xp+!F, , , t , . ,  v ;.7",,,,,i, ( 6,,. + 6,  a ) A . . . . . .  - -- 8 X 6! 
+ ]r~r""(~,,+~/zr,).)l '~,~,,l. (17) 
We are now ready to calculate the variation of the action at O(o~ 3, o~2fl, o~f12). The only contribution to this 
variation which we cannot cancel trivially is due to the transformations ( 17 ), applied to the explicitly occurring 
supergravity fields in (2) and (9). These are the only variations of the action at this stage that are not propor- 
tional to the equations of motion of the supergravity fields. So we substitute ( 17 ) in ( 15 ), to obtain 
(6 , ,~+S, , / ,+6 ,a : ) , L / '=~X, , , (  -FF"'~/ ,,.a + ~F~t ' l ' t F , -a )~(~. ( f2 - ) (eO-3Ta" t "a ) )e f f  1 
+ ]aeO-3T#"ad', .a[F"~u~.T,, ,  +2 c_/~.(-Q. )X~,+ ~Fu'~t'~uaTpu~h+ ~F*' I "" (~, ,  + ]x/'2 F,,a)Tzo,e ] . (18) 
This variation has to be cancelled by the introduction of additional O(~ 3, ol2fl, o~/32) terms, i.e., an action 
quartic in the Riemann tensor is required. 
Fortunately there is no need to perform again the Noether procedure to achieve this cancellation. At this point 
wc can use the result of our previous work [ 1 ] with the two-index formulation. In that case we had a similar 
O(o~ 3, a2fl, o~fl 2 ) variation of the action (eq. ( 3.22 ) of ref. [ 1 ] ), and to cancel it we introduced a general quartic 
action with a priori arbitrary coefficients (cq. (4.6) of ref. [ 1 ] ). To determine these coefficients, it was suffi- 
cient to consider variations of the type ~2T 2, 07~X and TcBX. The bosonic part of the quartic action is com- 
pletely determined by the 0.7 "2 cancellation. Comparing (18) to (3.22) of ref. [ 1 ], we see that the ~2T 2 terms 
to be cancelled are exactly equal! This implies that the bosonie quartic action in the dual formulation has the 
same functional form as in the two-index version. We should recall, of course, the difference in the interpretat ion 
of H, which in both cases occurs as torsion in the quartic action. 
The O'FeX and T~ 0X terms in (10) are not exactly equal to those in (3.22) of ref. [ 1 ]. However, a comparison 
with the calculation done in ref. [ 1 ] shows that only two of the fermionic contributions to the quartic action 
have to bc modified. To be precise, the terms 
+ b20~, T""#' (aq) "t' Fa,,p~u~t, + fl t r ZF~. ~nZ) + Ca "I" 1* t);'4,~//t F.). A'I, ( 19 ) 
of (4.6), which had b2= - ~ and c4= - 3 in ref. [ 1 ], now require 
~92 =-1  , C4 = "~ ] . (20)  
As a check we have verified the cancellation of variations of the type e~u~,T-'. 
Note that the O (o?, o~2/~, o~/F) variation of the action vanishes modulo a number of contributions which are 
again proportional to equations of motion of the supergravity fields, and now also of the Yang-Mills fields 
(since they always occur together in the combinations X and T. or as in the first term in (19) ). The terms in 
( 19 ) play no role in these equation of motion terms and in the corresponding new transformation rules. There- 
fore these remain as in ref. [ 1 ]. 
This concludes the construction of the quartic action. For convenience we summarize the main result at this 
point. The bosonic effective action reads 
~=eO-3[_½R(~(e) )+311u. , ,H~. .+9(O-~Of / ) )2+~T_14 ix /2e- t~-3  ......... ~ ' - -~  To _ 
+ 3a1~,~4,7"~'"~4'+ ½al;,, T "~ ] . (21) 
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The tensors T are defined in (16). The action is invariant under supersymmetry, with transformation rules 
given in (3) (~o), (14) (,~,~), (17) (O,z, note that ~, o f thc  Yang-Mil ls fields vanishes), and contributions of 
0 (oe 3, oe2fl, o~fl 2 ). Some of these arise from the cancellation of variations of  ~, ,  and can easily be derived using 
the formulae presented in this paper. There are also contributions from the Noether procedure at O (or 3) [ 1 ], 
which we now present for the fermions only: 
(d,,~ + d,2p )~,,, = 2aZe - ~OSg,~ .c./a(I2+ ){e0 - 3 [~TF"*R,,~*"(I2_ ) 
(6. ,  + 6.2p)) .= - ~, /~ r , ' (  S. ,  + a.2p )~,,, , 
I nvariance of the action requires other transformations of the fermions as well, but these are all proportional to 
equations of motion. 
Let us now discuss the relation between the present results for the quartic effective action, and the results of 
ref. [ 1 ] in the two-form formulation (see Appendix A of  ref. [ I ] ). In ref. [ 1 ] H,,,p is the field strength of the 
two-index gauge field, modif ied with Yang-Mil ls and Lorentz Chern-Simons forms, while in the dual formula- 
tion ll,,,,p is the dual of  the field strength of A ...... , (4).  The role the Chern-Simons terms is taken over by the 
~AT term in (22). We should stress that in the fermionic sector there are addit ional differences. In Aeo + ~,  + 
,-~5~ there is a difference in the terms quartic in the fermions, while in the quartic action terms bil inear in fermions 
are different ( 19 ), (20).  It will be interesting to see whether or not in higher orders also the bosonic part of the 
action may differ between the two formulations. 
The differences discussed above can be understood in a natural way by considering a duality transformation 
between the two formulations which includes the quartic action. This will be discussed in a separate paper (see 
ref. [ 8 ], see also Belluchi et al. [4] ). 
The action ff}~(/"2 ) (2) has an addit ional superconformal invariance, if the supergravity fields are interpreted 
as the fields of  the d= 10 superconformal Weyl multiplet [7 ]. For this superconformal spect, the dual formu- 
lation is essential. One expects that conformal supergravity allows the existence of an R 2 invariant, where Ruv ab 
is now the Weyl tensor (a l inearized version of  this invariant was given in ref. [7] ). It would be interesting if
the R 2-action (9) also admits a superconformal interpretation. 
Finally, one may consider the possible compactif ication scenarios in the dual formulation. In this context, we 
note that the quartic effective action requires an addit ional O(oe 3) term, which has no Yang-Mil ls analogue 
[ 10]. As in the two-index formulation, the fact that the symmetry between the Yang-Mil ls sectors disappears 
may have interesting consequences for compactif ication to d=4 and residual supersymmetry [ 11 ]. 
We thank B. de Wit for asking a question which triggered our interest in the subject of this paper. M.d.R. 
thanks the CERN Theory Division for its hospitality. 
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